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Giant Aquatic Dragon was stunned! 

 

 

Nangong Luoyue and the others were stunned! 

 

 

You can do this? 

 

 

Aren’t you too shameless? ! 

 

 

I’ve never heard of anyone taking on a master on their own. You said that you were the disciple of the 

cave master, and you are? And, you still want to clean up the house? Is this what Jiu Zhan que said 

about you? 

 

 

If it was an ordinary person, they would definitely not do such a thing. However, Yun Chujiu did not have 

a strict distinction between good and evil in her heart. She could do whatever she pleased. Taking on a 

master did not matter. Moreover, this master was dead.., there was no hindrance at all! 

 

 

“Little Loach, is this alright? You Won’t be breaking your oath, right? hahaha! I’m Rich! Everyone, I’ll 

keep the things first. We’ll talk about it when we get back.” 

 

 



Yun chujiu said this vaguely. Nangong Luoyue and the others naturally understood what Yun chujiu 

meant. They nodded one after another. In fact, they had already thought it through. They could not take 

this thing. Not to mention that they did not put in much effort, even if they did.., this thing was also 

given to her by Little Nine’s ‘master’. So what if they took it. 

 

 

The giant aquatic dragon was stunned and didn’t say anything. was this considered a violation or not? 

 

 

Yun Chujiu didn’t care whether it was stunned or not. She put all the spirit tools on the ground into a 

storage ring and put them away separately. Then, she walked to the skeleton. 

 

 

This fellow thought about it. Although it was a nominal master, it was best to kowtow to show that it 

was worth a lot of money after all! Cough cough, just treat it as kowtowing for money! 

 

 

After Yun Chujiu finished speaking, she knelt on the ground and really kowtowed three times to the 

skeleton. Unexpectedly, just as Yun Chujiu finished kowtowing, the old man’s skeleton actually moved 

away. To be exact, the green stone slab under the old man’s skeleton moved away, a jade box was 

revealed. 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

 

The giant aquatic dragon hurriedly explained, “Little, little fairy, I really didn’t know about this! This 

black-hearted old thing actually still has a trick up his sleeve!” 

 

 



Yun chujiu ignored it. She picked up the Jade Box and opened it. There was only a black thing inside. Yun 

chujiu was overjoyed. She had obtained another fragment of the Great Void Mirror! 

 

 

Yun Chujiu put away the jade box and moved the old man’s skeleton. As expected, there was a ring 

under the old man’s skeleton. After Yun chujiu used her divine sense to probe into it, she found that 

there were quite a number of spirit stones inside, there were also some scattered things, 

 

 

yun Chujiu didn’t look at it carefully. After putting away the ring, she dug a pit on the ground and buried 

the old man’s skeleton. 

 

 

“Master, although we haven’t met before, I’m still very convinced by your means of collecting money. 

Therefore, we can be considered to have hit it off.”. “From now on, you can rest in peace. Ashes to 

Ashes, dust to dust. After I get out, I’ll have the Giant Aquatic Dragon destroy this cave abode. It will also 

prevent others from disturbing your peace.”Yun chujiu muttered a few words after dealing with the old 

man’s skeleton. 

 

 

After Yun Chujiu finished speaking, she said to the giant aquatic dragon, “Destroy this place. This place 

can be considered your cage. You can vent your anger now!” 

 

 

After Yun Chujiu and the others came out of the cave, the giant aquatic dragon began to use its huge tail 

to hit the cliff walls. The rocks at the top of the cave began to fall off. 

 

 

The giant aquatic dragon felt that it was almost done, so it climbed out. Of course, it definitely could not 

get out of the original hole. It only climbed out after the violent destruction. 



 

 

The giant aquatic dragon destroyed a large part of the nearby Cliff Wall, and the cave was completely 

destroyed. 

 

 

After the giant aquatic dragon destroyed the cave, it said carefully, “Little fairy, can you terminate the 

temporary contract with Me Now?” 

 

 

Yun Chujiu looked at it. “Do you still have a conscience? If I help you to remove the oath of inner 

demons, it will be for nothing? You will eat all my cabbage and radishes for nothing? From now on, you 

will repay your debt with work!” 


